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Management Plan 
aka The Rules of Engagement
The management plan outlines the rules of engagement for the team. It centralizes information 
and articulates how the project will be managed.

DESCRIPTION:

This document is the road map for a successful project. It provides 
the team with two primary types of information: logistical details 
and big picture facts that affect the overall project. 

The logistical details found in the communication plan and contact 
list establish collective understanding of who’s doing what and 
how the project will unfold. The project-wide risks, assumptions, 
and dependencies are captured here in clearly defined terms. These 
can be the difference between success and failure because they call 
out information that has the potential to derail a project. 

This document shapes the way people and individual project 
components will be managed. 

LOCATION IN THE PROCESS:

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

• As the first project document, use it to set 
the tone for all reviewing and collaborating 
and approving as you go forward.

• Embrace risks! Challenge your team 
and client to think of as many risks and 
assumptions as possible; there are plenty.

• Revise and update this document. Don’t
 set it and forget it!
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High-level Content Strategy & Information 
Architecture aka The Framework
High level content strategy and information architecture (IA) provide schematics that structure 
the design and development of the product.

DESCRIPTION:

High-level content strategy is the assessing of and planning for 
content that meets project goals and intended messaging. 
High-level IA translates business objectives and user goals into 
diagrams and schematics that recommend an overall structure to 
the end product. 

Commonly, content inventories and audits are started at this point 
to assess how much content will be needed and to establish a 
messaging strategy. IA begins with stakeholder interviews, user 
interviews, and surveys, and is delivered in a set of documents 
including sitemaps and wireframes.

Deliverables for high-level content strategy and IA fluctuate with 
each project. At this stage, the goal is to understand how much 
work needs to be done to build the recommended digital solution. 

LOCATION IN THE PROCESS:

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

• Complete all IA in parallel with developers 
as they create the requirements definition.

• All team members must reference these 
deliverables often throughout the evolution 
of your project. 

• Make sure design and functionality align 
with IA and content strategy.
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Production Plan
aka The Screenplay
The production plan defines all production tasks necessary to accomplish the list of 
requirements itemized in the information architecture and requirements definition.

DESCRIPTION:

The production plan facilitates a thoughtful approach to front-end 
development tasks. It provides recommendations, definitions, and 
plans to build the features and functionality listed in the RD, UXA, 
and design. 

As a planning document, the production plan communicates how 
to build the final product. It defines development environments, 
outlines how features and interactions will be completed, and 
considers technical and creative details. Outlining tasks makes it 
easy to assess remaining work, enables problem solving, and brings 
to light any dependencies or open questions. 

This document is a road map for the front-end developers: It helps 
them work efficiently and empowers them to resolve obstacles 
before they become bigger issues.

LOCATION IN THE PROCESS:

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

• The RD is the what, the production plan is 
the front-end how, and the development 
plan is the back-end how.

• Front-end development should work 
closely with designers to ensure that all 
design details are clearly articulated.

• All tasks should align with specific 
features in UXA, the RD, and design 
concepts.

• Think about individual front-end 
developers’ levels of expertise when 
outlining tasks; different developers will 
need different information.
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Code 
aka The Engine 
Code powers the end product and ensures it operates in accordance with the user experience 
architecture and technical requirements.

DESCRIPTION:

Code ensures that every user action produces the desired effect by 
translating features from the requirements definition into 
computer language. Computers require all features to be 
programmed in unambiguous detail. When code runs correctly, no 
one notices it; when it fails, it’s the only thing that’s noticed.

High quality code is the result of developers working with stable 
requirements, adequate planning, and sufficient time. It’s 
detrimental for code–and the end product—to be rushed or 
changed frequently due to edits to the requirements or IA. 

Where quality code is relatively easy to understand and maintain, 
bad code is so inscrutable that minor changes become big 
productions and updates require complete rewrites.

LOCATION IN THE PROCESS:

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

• Developers need lengths of uninterrupted 
time to produce quality code.

• Code reviews are a simple and proven way 
to reduce bugs.

• With that in mind: No code is bug free. 
Schedule and plan for bugs.

• Adding developers to reduce development 
time doesn’t work. More developers will 
finish faster only when tasks are not 
interrelated. In other words, nine women 
can’t have a baby in one month.
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Development Version
aka The Work in Progress
The development version of a site is the construction site used by the team when building 
features of a project. 

DESCRIPTION:

The development version is what individual developers–both 
front-end and back-end−use to test, tweak, and finalize features. It’s 
an in-progress version of the end product onto which independent 
developers’ work is brought together for the internal team to assess 
functionality. It’s like a technical rehearsal before the stage version. 

Often, the development version will not be wholly functional 
because work is constantly being edited and uploaded. Moreover, 
completing individual features rarely requires a completely built-out 
product. 

Because the development version is always under construction, it 
isn’t stable or predictable. For this reason, it’s for the internal team’s 
eyes only.

LOCATION IN THE PROCESS:

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

• Testers should test features on development 
versions before they are deployed on the 
stage versions.

• Mimic the live version server configuration 
as closely as possible when creating the 
development version.
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